A Different Way of Blessing

by Jim Fallon

The idea behind this technique is to use a pendulum when we bless. We send positive vibes with a pendulum towards our goal. This helps haipule, which is a process for making good things happen, to bring about what we want into our experience.

You can use this simple but powerful pendulum healing technique to boost the power of blessing, described in the Little Pink Booklet of Aloha, to attract and manifest anything you like into your life: love, home, job, car…

In the little Pink Booklet of Aloha by Serge Kahili King, Dr. King states "that the secret of blessing things and situations is to bless everything and everyone that represents what you want. To bless something means to give recognition or emphasis to a positive quality, with the intent that what is recognized will increase and come into being.”

Stated another way, what you think about positively you attract, and all your negative thoughts repel what you want. What you bless you attract, and what you despise or think negatively of you attract as well.

When you use the pendulum command "I Bless", and spin the pendulum, visualize the beautiful energy coming from the universe to clear and heal everything in the most perfect way.
What is happening is that the energetics of the situation are changing.

Here are some pendulum commands to use along with the techniques described in the little Pink Booklet of Aloha. I will use money as an general example. These commands change the energy around money so that you can attract more of it and can enjoy more money and benefit from it. "I bless money" as you spin the pendulum clockwise is a good start.

When you do these commands, just try to feel the energy shifting in your body, in your whole being. You will feel when the pendulum will stop, which means it is done energizing that command, or you can manually stop it and say "Please continue" and move on to another command. You will feel the change, the energetic change, in the way you feel about money.

Additional commands: You don’t have to do then all. Select a few and work with them to see the effect. After that, select a few more and work with them.

"I bless all money in my life"
"I bless all money in my wallet and in my bank accounts"
"I bless how I experience money"
"I bless how I attract money"
"I bless how I circulate money"
"I bless how I multiply money"
"I bless myself having money"
"I bless myself using money"
"I bless myself benefiting from money"
"I bless myself using money always in very good positive ways"
"I bless all the ways money comes to me"
"I bless all the goodness money brings into my life"

You can use this technique for anything you desire at the moment, such as a raise at work or a new job or a new house, a new car, whatever you want to manifest in your life (example: "I bless myself having a new car").

You can even enhance the technique in the little pink booklet. As you bless and spin the pendulum, imagine that you are sending the energy of the blessing and that the object of the blessing is surrounded with this energy.